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ABSTRACT 26 

Anchors are important attachment appendages that prevent the physical dislodging of 27 

a monogenean parasite from fish host gills. Common descent and evolutionary processes 28 

have left their mark on anchor morphometry, in the form of patterns of shape and size 29 

variation useful for systematic and evolutionary studies. We used a geometric morphometric 30 

approach to explore anchor shape variation in 13 Ligophorus (Monogenea:Ancyrocephalidae) 31 

species infecting two marine mugilid (Teleostei: Mugilidae) fish hosts (Moolgarda 32 

buchanani and Liza subviridis) in the waters off West Peninsular Malaysia. Molecular 33 

sequence data from three nuclear markers: 28S rRNA, 18S rRNA and ITS1, were used to 34 

infer a maximum likelihood phylogeny to enable visualization of shape evolution in 35 

phylomorphospace. For inferring patterns of size evolution in the phylogeny, we used a size 36 

measure based on the first principal component of all pairwise Euclidean distances between 37 

landmarks. Cluster heat map and principal component analysis showed that anchor shape 38 

variation had sufficient systematic information for delimiting 12 of the 13 species. Adams9 39 

multivariate K test indicated significant correlation between anchor shape and phylogeny (p-40 

value = 0.0001). We also discovered that characters based on anchor shaft shape, the length 41 

between inner and outer root tips and the length between inner root tip and the dent point 42 

were more phylogenetically informative than inner and outer lengths, as indicated by a 43 

maximum parsimony tree that was better resolved and had major clades congruent with those 44 

of the molecular phylogenetic tree. Continuous character mapping of size onto the inferred 45 

molecular phylogeny and Rayleigh9s test for departure from directional uniformity in each 46 

species9s landmark relative to the ancestor indicated that species infecting M. buchanani 47 

generally evolved larger and more robust anchors, while those infecting L. subviridis 48 

generally evolved smaller and more delicate anchors. Nevertheless, phylogenetic regression 49 

of anchor shape against body size and anchor size showed significant correlation (p-value = 50 
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0.02) between anchor shape and size, suggesting morphometric constraints in anchor 51 

evolution. Finally, morphological integration analysis revealed tight integration between the 52 

root and point compartments within anchors, confirming that the anchor functions as a single, 53 

fully integrated module.  The present work is supported by the development of integrative 54 

analytical tools in the form of a new R package – monogeneaGM. By lowering barriers to 55 

data integration and analysis, we aim to encourage the scientific community to collect and 56 

contribute morphometric and genetic data from other Ligophorus species, which are essential 57 

for developing Ligophorus as a model system for understanding association between patterns 58 

of anchor shape size evolution and biodiversity in the Monogenea. 59 

 60 

Keywords: cluster heat map - geometric morphometrics - Ligophorus - molecular phylogeny 61 

- Monogenea – morphological integration – phylogenetic regression - phylomorphospace - 62 

principal component analysis - size and shape variation 63 

 64 

 65 

INTRODUCTION 66 

The Monogenea is a class of flatworms (Platyhelminthes) that are primarily 67 

ectoparasites of fish (Whittington, 2005; Hayward, 2005). An adult monogenean parasite has 68 

well-developed attachment appendages located at its anterior (prohaptor) and posterior 69 

(opistohaptor) regions that help it to resist physical dislodgement from the host. The posterior 70 

attachment organs consist of sclerotized hard parts such as hooks, anchors and clamps. 71 

Ecologically, monogenean parasites are characterized by their strong host specificity 72 

(Whittington et al., 2000). The Monogenea has several desirable features that make it 73 

invaluable as a model system for studying evolutionary processes that resulted in its past 74 

diversification and present diversity (Poulin, 2002). Primarily, many of its genera are 75 
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speciose, morphologically diverse, show well-resolved phylogenies, and samples can be 76 

easily obtained in large numbers. It has been used as a model to shed light on ecological 77 

forces that shape species community and structure (Rohde, 1979), to investigate processes 78 

leading to speciation and its maintenance (Rohde and Hobbs, 1986; Rohde 1994; de Meeus et 79 

al., 1998; Šimková et al., 2002), to elucidate host-parasite evolutionary ecology (Huyse et al., 80 

2003; Huyse and Volckaert, 2005; Mouillot et al., 2005; Šimková et al., 2006; Šimková and 81 

Morand, 2008), and to explore the extent of correlation between phenotype variation in 82 

attachment organs and factors such as phylogeny, host specificity and geographical location 83 

(Vignon et al., 2011). 84 

Morphometric variation in anatomical structures of interest can be studied using two 85 

approaches. Traditional morphometrics (Reyment et al., 1984; Marcus, 1990) is characterized 86 

by the use of lengths of defined positions on anatomical structures of interest (or their ratios) 87 

as input data for multivariate statistical analyses. While such variables may measure size 88 

adequately, they are generally not effective for capturing shape information present in the 89 

geometry of a set of defined points of an object (Rohlf and Marcus, 1993). A large proportion 90 

of biological variation due to shape differences is therefore missed when an analysis uses 91 

only information from variation in length variables.   92 

With the development of geometric morphometrics over the past three decades, 93 

researchers now have, at their disposal, a powerful method for extracting, visualizing and 94 

combining shape data with other data types such as molecular phylogenies to attain an 95 

integrative evolutionary analysis (Rohlf and Marcus, 1993; Adams et al., 2004; Adams et al., 96 

2013). Digitization of the anatomical structure of interest provides the key to the acquisition 97 

and use of a new type of data - landmark coordinates, from which shape information can be 98 

effectively extracted, and then analyzed, using new tools such as Procrustes superimposition, 99 

thin plate splines, relative warp analysis and elliptic Fourier analysis. Geometric 100 
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morphometrics is now commonly used in systematics and evolutionary biology research 101 

where analysis of shape can be expected to provide new insights to complement traditional 102 

morphometric, phylogenetic or biogeographic analyses. A cursory search in major biological 103 

journal databases for recent publications having <geometric morphometrics= in their 104 

keywords revealed that geometric morphometrics is widely used to study various biological 105 

aspects, in diverse phyla, such as fish taxonomy (Sidlauskas et al., 2011), plant taxonomy 106 

(Conesa et al., 2012), gastropod shell shape variation (Smith and Hendricks, 2013; Cruz et 107 

al., 2012), morphological adaptation in birds (Sievwright and Macleod, 2012), fly wing 108 

evolution (Pepinelli et al., 2013), turtle neck shape evolution (Werneburg et al., 2015), beetle 109 

speciation (Pizzo et al., 2013) and species boundary problems in butterflies (Barão et al., 110 

2014). Because of the inherently digital nature of geometric morphometric data, its increasing 111 

prominence in morphological studies accentuates the role of informatics in modern taxonomy 112 

(Wheeler, 2007). 113 

In morphological analyses of monogeneans, taxonomists often prioritize prominent 114 

sclerotized parts such as copulatory organs, because qualitative variation in the latter is 115 

frequently sharp and easy to describe. Nonetheless, morphometric variation in all sclerotized 116 

parts of monogeneans has been studied for a long time from the perspective of systematics 117 

(e.g. Shinn et al., 2001) and evolutionary ecology (e.g. Poisot and Desdevises, 2010; 118 

Mendlová and Šimková, 2014). Hard parts such as anchors are ideal for geometric 119 

morphometric analysis because they are not easily deformed by compression when mounted 120 

onto slides (Lim and Gibson, 2009). The analysis of monogenean morphometric data has 121 

been, and continues to be, dominated by the application of traditional morphometrics (e.g. 122 

Mariniello et al., 2004; Shinn et al., 2004; Tan et al., 2010; Hahn et al., 2011; Soo and Lim, 123 

2012). As a result, although anchors are the primary opistohaptor attachment organ, 124 

systematic information in the morphometry of anchors is seldom fully exploited in taxonomic 125 
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studies of monogeneans. To date, there are only few examples (Vignon and Sasal, 2010; 126 

Vignon, 2011; Vignon et al., 2011; Rodríguez-González et al., 2015) of applying geometric 127 

morphometrics to analyze monogenean anchor shape variation to overcome the limitations of 128 

traditional morphometric analyses. The paucity of geometric morphometric studies, however, 129 

belies the importance of this approach in uncovering intraspecific shape variation in anchors, 130 

that can be invaluable for species delimitation, particularly in resolving synonymys (e.g. 131 

Pérez Ben et al., 2014), as well as for testing hypotheses of morphological integration (Olson 132 

and Miller, 1958) and evaluating levels of phenotypic plasticity (Pfennig et al., 2010). 133 

As anchors serve a functional purpose, a priori, it is unclear whether phenotypic 134 

similarity of anchors among species is an outcome of adaptive processes related to the 135 

ecology of their fish host, or simply a reflection of their phylogenetic constraint (Morand et 136 

al., 2002). If the presence of phylogenetic signal in anchors can be statistically established, 137 

evolutionary analysis of shape and size change can then be used to elucidate trends in 138 

particular clades. The results are expected to be useful for guiding the selection of appropriate 139 

anchor morphometric variables for conversion into morphological characters that have lower 140 

levels of homoplasy, thus overcoming the problem of unnecessary homoplasy of a 141 

morphological character arising from poor quality and insufficient number of character states 142 

(Perkins et al., 2009).  143 

In this paper, we developed an integrative analysis that uses data from anchor 144 

morphometry and morphology, as well as DNA sequences that allows the investigation of 145 

broad aspects in the systematic biology of monogeneans, such as species delimitation, 146 

evolutionary ecology, phylogenetic signal, and morphological integration. For illustration, we 147 

used data obtained from 13 recently described species belonging to the Ligophorus 148 

(Monogenea: Ancyrocephalidae) genus, a particularly speciose genus with 62 species known 149 

to date (Soo et al., 2015).  150 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 151 

Samples 152 

We collected 537 specimens (Table S1 in Supplementary Material) belonging to 13 153 

Ligophorus species (Soo and Lim, 2012; Soo and Lim, 2015; Soo et al., 2015) from two 154 

species of adult fish host: Liza subviridis Valenciennes, 1836 (n=52) and Moolgarda 155 

buchanani Bleeker, 1853 (n=29) from several locations in tropical Western Peninsular 156 

Malaysia (Fig. S1 in Supplementary Material). From 2009 to 2014,  Liza subviridis was 157 

collected off Carey Island in Selangor (2º 529 N, 101º 229 E), and M. buchanani off 158 

Langkawi Island in Kedah (6° 21' N, 99° 48' E) and the sea off Johor (1° 20′N, 103° 32′ E). 159 

Seven of the 13 species: L. bantingensis Soo & Lim, 2012, L. careyensis Soo & Lim, 2012, 160 

L. chelatus Soo & Lim, 2012, L. funnelus Soo & Lim, 2012, L. navjotsodhii Soo & Lim, 161 

2012, L. parvicopulatrix Soo & Lim, 2012 and L. belanaki Soo & Lim, 2015 were found on 162 

L. subviridis; the remainder: L. fenestrum Soo & Lim, 2012, L. kedahensis Soo & Lim, 2012, 163 

L. kederai Soo & Lim, 2015, L. grandis Soo, Tan & Lim, 2015,  L. johorensis Soo, Tan & 164 

Lim, 2015, and L. liewi Soo, Tan & Lim, 2015, were found on M. buchanani. For all 81 fish 165 

examined, the Ligophorus species found in M. buchanani were never observed in Liza 166 

subviridis, and vice versa. Thus, except for L. bantingensis, which was reported to be found 167 

in Liza abu and Liza klunzingeri (Kritsky et al., 2013), the other species were considered as 168 

specialists in the classical sense (Sasal et al. 1999). 169 

When preparing slides, we used a basic mounting protocol (Lim, 1991) where the 170 

monogeneans were put onto a clean slide with a drop of water, and then covered with a 171 

coverslip.  Specimens were initially mounted in modified ammonium picrate glycerine, and 172 

subsequently converted into unstained, permanent mounts in Canada balsam. The 173 

opistohaptorial sclerotized hard parts of Ligophorus consist of a pair (left and right) of dorsal 174 

and ventral anchors, bars, and marginal hooks. Digital images of these hard parts were taken 175 
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from labelled mounted slides using a light microscope with Leica digital camera (DFC 320) 176 

connected to the QWin plus image analysis software (Leica Microsystems, Germany) under 177 

40x magnification, saved as jpeg files and organized into folders. Three species  178 

(L. fenestrum, L. liewi and L. kederai) showed a probable fixed character state – that of the 179 

presence of fenestrated structures on anchors of all examined specimens, since no variation in 180 

this character state was observed in all examined specimens from these three species.  181 

 182 

Data Acquisition 183 

Where possible, we measured a specimen9s body length from its anterior to posterior 184 

end, and body width at the midpoint of its body. To obtain landmark coordinate data from the 185 

anchors, we used TPSDIG2 (Rohlf, 2013; Rohlf, 2015). Eleven landmarks (LM) were placed 186 

sequentially on the right and left ventral and dorsal anchors of each specimen (Fig. 1). The set 187 

of all 11 landmark coordinates makes up a specimen9s landmark configuration. Six of the 188 

landmarks are Type I (LM1,LM2,LM3,LM5,LM7,LM8), while the remainder 189 

(LM4,LM6,LM9,LM10,LM11) are Type III (i.e. semi-landmarks). LM1and LM3 are the 190 

inner and outer root points, respectively. Sandwiched between them is LM2, the groove 191 

point. LM5 is the dent point, while LM7 is the curve point. The tip point is represented by 192 

LM8. The semi-landmarks were defined relative to Type I landmarks. The horizontal 193 

(towards the outer root point) and vertical projections (towards the curve point) from LM2 194 

intersect with the anchor outline to give LM4 and LM6, respectively. LM9 and LM10 are the 195 

intersection points between the vertical projection from LM7 and LM1 with anchor outline, 196 

respectively. The projection from LM2 perpendicular to the vertical projection from LM1 197 

touches the anchor outline to define LM11. We used the set of landmarks LM1 to LM4 and 198 

LM11 to represent the shape of the root compartment, and the set LM5 to LM10 to represent 199 

the point compartment. For geometric morphometric analysis, semi-landmarks were not 200 
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specially treated (e.g. employing sliding landmark analysis), following Macleod (2013) that 201 

such treatments may introduce distortions to the original geometrical relationship that lead to 202 

complicated interpretations of the result.  203 

 204 

Data Processing and Analysis Tools 205 

We created a new R (Version 3.0.3; R Core Team, 2014) package called 206 

monogeneaGM (Khang, 2015) to process raw landmark coordinate data and integrate new 207 

methodological developments in the current study with numerous data processing and 208 

analysis tools in R packages such as geomorph (Adams and Otarola-Castillo, 2014), 209 

phytools (Revell, 2012), circular (Agostinelli and Lund, 2013), gplots (Warnes et 210 

al., 2014), ape (Paradis et al. 2004), rgl (Adler et al., 2014) and cluster (Maechler et al., 211 

2013). 212 

 213 

Data Quality Control 214 

 Despite careful slide preparation, it is inevitable that anchor images of some 215 

specimens would contain substantial amount of non-biological shape variation caused by 216 

incongruent image and object planes (Arnqvist and Mårtensson, 1998). The inclusion of these 217 

poor quality data in downstream analyses is undesirable, as they introduce noise into analysis 218 

that can potentially complicate the interpretation of results. To mitigate this problem, we 219 

developed a quality control procedure to filter out poor quality images. In this procedure, we 220 

first computed all pairwise Euclidean distances between landmarks for the left and right 221 

forms of dorsal and ventral anchors. If both left and right forms have congruent image and 222 

object planes, then by symmetry, their residual – the difference of their pairwise Euclidean 223 

distances for each landmark (M), should be close to zero, thus yielding a small sum of 224 

squared residuals (M2). Moreover, we expect M to be randomly distributed with zero mean 225 
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across all average pairwise Euclidean distances (A) between the left and right forms. The 226 

slope of the regression equation of M against A (b) allows us to measure how well this 227 

expectation is satisfied. To be comparable with the sum of squared residuals, we squared the 228 

estimated regression slope (b2), and then scaled it to be on the same order of magnitude as 229 

M
2. Thus, a good quality specimen would have small sum of M2 and b2, and vice versa. We 230 

defined the quality score Q, as 231 

10

22

10100
bM

Q



 . 232 

The magnitude of this measure is straightforward to interpret – it is high (maximum 100) for 233 

good quality specimens and low (minimum 0) for poor ones. Figure 2 shows examples of 234 

poor and good quality specimens together with their Tukey Mean-Difference (TMD) plots, 235 

respectively. Specimens with Q of 10 or more (n=443; Table S1 and Fig. S2 in 236 

Supplementary Material) were used for subsequent analyses.  237 

 238 

Converting Pairwise Euclidean Distances in Arbitrary Units to Physical Units 239 

We used a subset (n=97) of the total specimens with quality score above 10 (n=443) 240 

and measured the physical distances from LM1 to  LM3 and from LM1 to LM5 in these 241 

samples using QWin plus image analysis software (Leica Microsystems, Germany). We then 242 

regressed the physical distances against the computed pairwise Euclidean distances to 243 

determine the linear equation for converting arbitrary distance units into their physical units 244 

(in μm). Thus, all pairwise Euclidean distances computed from raw landmark coordinates 245 

could be converted to physical distances by multiplication with a factor of 0.2 followed by 246 

addition of 0.9 (Fig. S3 in Supplementary Material).  247 

 248 

 249 

 250 
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Geometric Morphometric Analysis 251 

For each species, we performed Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA; Gower, 1975; 252 

Rohlf and Slice, 1990) to align the sample landmark configurations for both ventral and 253 

dorsal anchors, using the gpagen function in the geomorph package (Version 2.1.1; 254 

Adams and Otarola-Castillo, 2014). The resulting GPA coordinates of the left and right forms 255 

were then averaged.  GPA removes the effects of translation, rotation and scaling so that the 256 

resulting landmark configurations have minimum sum of squared distances with respect to 257 

the mean landmark configuration (Adams et al., 2004). Nevertheless, even after GPA, 258 

comparison of anchor shape variation can still be potentially confounded by the presence of 259 

non-biological variation in the landmark configuration. Specifically, if many samples of a 260 

species have anchors lying in one particular position, it would not be clear whether variation 261 

between its members9 mean GPA landmark configuration and those of other species 262 

constitutes genuine biological variation or mathematical artifact. Typical application of 263 

geometric morphometrics in non-microscopic objects (fly wings, skulls, etc.) does not usually 264 

suffer from this problem, since specimens from species to be compared can be manipulated 265 

into standardized positions before imaging.  266 

To ensure that the landmark configurations of all 13 species were comparable, we 267 

determined the angular deviation of LM7 from the x=0 line, and rotated all landmark 268 

coordinates by this amount with the origin as pivot. This has the effect of creating 269 

standardized landmark configurations for specimens across all species since the x-coordinate 270 

of LM7 is always zero after adjustment. The GPA coordinate data thus obtained were then 271 

organized into a data matrix with rows representing specimens and columns representing the 272 

44 GPA landmark coordinates. 273 

 274 

 275 
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Molecular Phylogenetic Analysis 276 

We used DNA sequence data from three nuclear markers: 28S rRNA, 18S rRNA and 277 

ITS1 from the 13 Ligophorus species to infer their phylogenetic tree. In doing so, we 278 

assumed that the species phylogeny is well-approximated by the phylogeny of these genes, 279 

though gene trees cannot be expected to always reflect the species tree (Maddison, 1997). 280 

Partial 28S rRNA and ITS1 sequence data were obtained from Soo et al. (2015), whereas 18S 281 

rRNA sequence data were generated in the present study.  Briefly, the Ligophorus specimens 282 

were removed from host gills, identified morphologically and then preserved in 75% ethanol. 283 

Genomic DNA was extracted from samples using DNAEasy extraction kit (QIAGEN, 284 

Hilden, Germany). About 5µl of the extracted DNA was used as template in the PCR reaction 285 

to amplify the partial 18S rRNA sequence using two primers: WormA (59-286 

GCGAATGGCTCATTAAATCAG-39) (Littlewood and Olson, 2001) and new930F (59- 287 

CCTATTCCATTATTCCATGC-39) (modified from Littlewood and Olson, 2001). The PCR 288 

reaction (50µl) was carried out in a solution containing 1.5mM MgCl2, PCR buffer 289 

(Fermentas), 200µM of each deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate, 1.0 µM of each PCR primer 290 

and 1U of Taq polymerase (Fermentas), in a thermocycler (Eppendorf  Mastercycler) using 291 

the following conditions: initial denaturation at 95°C for 4 minutes, followed by 35 cycles of 292 

95°C, 52°C and 72°C for one minute each, with final extension at 72°C for 10 minutes. An 293 

aliquot (10µl) from the amplicons were electrophoresed in 1.3% agarose gel, stained with 294 

ethidium bromide and viewed under an ultraviolet illuminator. The remaining 40µl of each 295 

amplicon was purified using a DNA purification kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) and 296 

subjected to automated DNA sequencing (ABI 3730 DNA Sequencer, First Base 297 

Laboratories, Kuala Lumpur) using the same primers used for PCR amplification.  298 

Approximately 750 bp of the 18S rRNA sequence were amplified and sequenced for the 13 299 

Ligophorus species (Table 1).  300 
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For sequence analysis, we concatenated the three nuclear markers for each species, 301 

and then aligned them using MAFFT (Version 7) with default parameters (Katoh and 302 

Standley, 2013). MEGA (Version 6; Tamura et al., 2013) was used to select, using Bayesian 303 

Information Criterion, the optimal DNA substitution model. The latter was subsequently used 304 

to build the maximum likelihood (ML; Felsenstein, 1981; Felsenstein, 2003) phylogenetic 305 

tree (partial deletion at 40% cut-off; 500 bootstrap replicates). We annotated the tree with the 306 

morphology of anchors, bars and male copulatory organ to allow visual assessment of overall 307 

phylogenetic and phenotypic correlation. 308 

 309 

Species Delimitation  310 

Delimiting a monogenean species is a complex art that involves the comparison of 311 

qualitative features of numerous anatomical structures: the male copulatory organ, female 312 

reproductive organ, anchors, bars and marginal hooks. Among the sclerotized hard parts, 313 

multivariate morphometric analyses of shape and size variables of suitable anatomical 314 

structures provide a quantitative means for species delimitation, which is invaluable for 315 

complementing the results from qualitative morphological analyses. 316 

To visualize species clustering in low dimension morphospace, we applied Principal 317 

Component Analysis (PCA) separately for the ventral and dorsal anchors using their GPA 318 

coordinate data. The trade-off between loss of information through dimensional reduction and 319 

gain of interpretation via visualization in PCA can, however, make it difficult to judge how 320 

well members of the same species cluster together in the PCA scatter plots, especially when 321 

there are overlaps between different species clusters. To overcome this problem, we 322 

complemented PCA results with the cluster heat map (Wilkinson and Friendly, 2008), a 323 

powerful method for organizing high-dimensional multivariate data that allows visual 324 

detection of patterns of variation. The cluster heat map first maps numerical information in 325 
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the cells of the input data matrix to corresponding color codes. Then, a hierarchical clustering 326 

algorithm is applied to cluster the samples by similarity, in such a way that within cluster 327 

variation is always smaller than between cluster variation. For the current analysis, we 328 

estimated similarity between each pair of sample using the Euclidean distance metric. The 329 

resulting distance matrix was then used as input for hierarchical clustering of samples using 330 

the generalized Ward algorithm (Batagelj, 1988).  331 

To assess the impact of applying the quality control procedure, we compared cluster 332 

heat maps generated using all samples, and using only samples that passed data quality 333 

control. Heat map construction was done using the  heatmap.2 function in the  gplots 334 

package (Version 2.13.0; Warnes et al., 2014). We found the simple heat map a good 335 

alternative to inspection of the PC loadings table when trying to interpret the first few PC 336 

axes biologically. 337 

 338 

Testing for Presence of Phylogenetic Signal in Anchor Shape  339 

Species with different shapes are localized in particular regions of the morphospace. 340 

When a phylogeny is superimposed onto this morphospace, a phylomorphospace is induced, 341 

and it becomes possible to evaluate whether common descent or convergent evolution is 342 

likely to have shaped phenotypic similarity (Klingenberg and Ekau, 1996; Sidlauskas, 2008; 343 

Revell, 2014). If anchor shape contains substantial phylogenetic signal, then we expect the 344 

phylogeny to have non-random branching patterns in phylomorphospace. Graphically, we 345 

may visualize the latter by superimposing the molecular phylogeny of Ligophorus on the 346 

PCA plots of the first three principal components for the ventral and dorsal anchors. 347 

Estimation of ancestral node positions in the phylomorphospace was done using the 348 

maximum likelihood method as implemented in the fastAnc function of the phytools 349 

package (Version 0.4-21; Revell, 2012).We formally tested the presence of phylogenetic 350 
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signal in anchor shape by applying Adams9s multivariate K test (Adams, 2014a), 351 

implemented using the physignal function (10 000 iterations) in the geomorph package 352 

(Version 2.1.1; Adams and Otarola-Castillo, 2013). Under the null hypothesis of absence of 353 

phylogenetic signal, the lineages of a given phylogeny are assumed to evolve randomly in 354 

phylomorphospace according to Brownian motion, which corresponds to the parameter value 355 

K=1. When phylogenetic signal is greater than expected,  K > 1, and vice versa.  356 

 357 

Analysis of Anchor Shape and Size Evolution 358 

In studying anchor shape and size evolution, we were primarily concerned with trends 359 

occurring in different clades of the phylogeny of the 13 Ligophorus species. To control for 360 

the effect of body size in subsequent phylogenetic regression analysis of anchor shape against 361 

anchor size, it was necessary to first test for collinearity of body size and anchor size 362 

(Mundry, 2014). Since body size was prone to distortion during fixation, we used the median 363 

of body size and body width of each species to reduce the impact of outliers. For analysis, the 364 

logarithm (base 10) of the product of median body length and width was used. 365 

The GPA landmark coordinates of the ancestral anchor were estimated using the 366 

maximum likelihood method as implemented in fastAnc function from the phytools 367 

package (Version 0.4-21; Revell, 2012) . Anchor shape change associated with a clade is 368 

statistically supported if mean directional change deviates significantly from uniformity in a 369 

set of landmarks. We visualized directional deviation in the 11 landmarks of both ventral and 370 

dorsal anchors using circular plots (Agostinelli and Lund, 2013; implemented in the 371 

circular package, Version 0.4-7). We then performed Rayleigh9s test (Batschelet, 1981) 372 

to test for evidence against directional uniformity in each landmark. The strength of statistical 373 

evidence against mean directional uniformity in each landmark was assessed using p-value. 374 

Wireframe-lollipop plots (Klingenberg, 2013) were used to graphically summarize the mean 375 
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change in direction and mean magnitude of landmark displacement from root ancestor 376 

landmark configuration.  377 

For investigating trends in anchor size evolution, we first computed all possible 378 

pairwise Euclidean distances between the raw landmarks in each sample. Each dorsal and 379 

ventral anchor has 11 landmarks, thus generating 55 possible pairwise Euclidean distances 380 

which we used as size variables. When the loadings and variables of the first principal 381 

component (PC1) have the same sign, PC1 can be interpreted naturally as a measure of size 382 

(Jolliffe, 2002). Subsequently, we performed continuous character mapping (implemented 383 

using contMap function in the phytools package) of mean PC1 of the size variables of 384 

each species for ventral and dorsal anchors onto the phylogeny of 13 Ligophorus species to 385 

assess clade-specific patterns of anchor size evolution. The Adams-Collyer phylogenetic 386 

regression for shape response variable (Adams, 2014b; Collyer et al. 2014; implemented in 387 

the geomorph package, Version 2.1.1) was used to formally test evolutionary correlation 388 

between anchor shape and two covariates: the logarithm of body size and logarithm of anchor 389 

size. The interaction between the two covariates was incorporated into the phylogenetic 390 

regression model if covariate collinearity could be ruled out using the Ho-Ané phylogenetic 391 

regression (Ho and Ane, 2014; implemented in the phylolm package, Version 2.2) under a 392 

Brownian motion model for the phylogenetic covariance matrix. For both regression 393 

analyses, p-values were computed via a resampling procedure with 10 000 iterations.  394 

 395 

Covariation of Anchor Shape and Size with Copulatory Organ Morphology 396 

 Rohde and Hobbes (1986) hypothesized that the reproductive barrier among 397 

congeneric species that share the same host can be maintained in monogenean parasites by 398 

their having different copulatory organ morphology when attachment organs are similar (thus 399 
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occupying similar microhabitats); conversely, when parasites have dissimilar attachment 400 

organs (thus occupying different microhabitats), the morphology of their copulatory organs 401 

would not show important differences, since the lack of proximity puts less evolutionary 402 

pressure on the parasites to evolve different morphology for their copulatory organs. 403 

Qualitative evidence with limited number of congeneric species (Lambert and Maillard, 404 

1975; Roubal, 1981; Rohde et al., 1994) supported the hypothesis9s feasibility. Quantitative 405 

evaluations using larger species assemblage that relied on traditional morphometric data are 406 

available, but the interpretation of their results in support of the hypothesis was obscured by 407 

either the problem of using inflated degrees of freedom in regression analysis (e.g. Šimková 408 

et al., 2002) or failure to control for the effect phylogeny (e.g. Jarkovský et al., 2004). With 409 

the development of new tools for geometric morphometric and phylogenetic comparative 410 

methods, we are in a position to retest the Rohde-Hobbs hypothesis. To this end, we 411 

compared the size of the male copulatory organ (mean tube length, data from Soo and Lim, 412 

2012, 2015; Soo et al., 2015) and three of its selected morphological characters (Table 2: 413 

position of copulatory organ entrance at main lobe of accesory piece; accesory piece of male 414 

copulatory complex; shape of accesory piece of male copulatory complex) against anchor 415 

shape and size variation. Ancestral node positions were estimated as before using the 416 

fastAnc function in the phytools package.  417 

 418 

Morphological Integration Analysis 419 

The roots of the anchor are bases for muscle attachment. Biomechanically, force 420 

exerted through muscles and transmitted to the point compartment controls the anchor9s grip 421 

strength on the gills. Because of this, we may expect the anchor to be a single, fully 422 

integrated module (Klingenberg, 2008) on a priori grounds. Anchor shape is strongly 423 

constrained by either phylogeny or convergent evolution. By ruling out the latter explanation 424 
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statistically, suitable morphological characters based on variation in anchor shape can be 425 

expected to be systematically useful. 426 

To date, only few morphological integration analyses in monogeneans have been 427 

done. Using published morphological drawings, Vignon et al. (2011) investigated 428 

interspecific modularity of attachment organs (marginal hooks, anchors and bars) in 66 429 

Cichlidogyrus (Monogenea: Ancyrocephalidae) species. More recently, Rodríguez-González 430 

et al. (2015) studied intraspecific morphological integration of  the root and the point 431 

compartments of anchors in Ligophorus cephali, using the partial least squares method in the 432 

context of shape analysis (Rohlf and Corti, 2000). Here, we extended their morphological 433 

integration analysis to the interspecific level in Ligophorus. We applied the phylogeny-aware 434 

partial least squares method based on the evolutionary covariance matrix (Adams and Felice, 435 

2014) to estimate the extent of morphological integration between the ventral and dorsal 436 

anchors, as well as that of the root compartment (L1 to L4 and L11) and point compartment 437 

(L5 to L10) within and between the ventral and dorsal anchors.  438 

 439 

New Morphological Characters from Morphometric Variables  440 

A continuous morphometric variable can be discretized and treated as a 441 

morphological character with two or more states for use in a cladistic analysis (Thiele, 1993; 442 

Rae, 1998; Wiens, 2001). In doing so, the taxonomist relies on experience and intuition to 443 

select promising morphometric variables out of a potentially large set of candidates. 444 

Unfortunately, an objective means to screen the latter is generally lacking. As a result, it is 445 

difficult to assess the level of homoplasy present in the taxonomist9s candidate characters. 446 

Here, we show how comparison of patterns of shape change in different clades leads to the 447 

discovery of new morphometric variables for morphological phylogenetic analysis in 448 
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Ligophorus. A set of 12 morphological characters defined in Sarabeev and Desdevises (2014) 449 

that are not invariant for the 13 Ligophorus species (Table 2; see Table S3 in Supplementary 450 

Material for character state matrix) was chosen. We  replaced the morphological characters 451 

derived from traditional morphometric measurements of anchors with new candidates derived 452 

from geometric morphometric analysis to assess their phylogenetic informativeness. To this 453 

end, we compared how well-resolved the resulting maximum parsimony trees (using PAUP; 454 

Swofford, 2002) were. Tree search (initial tree obtained via stepwise addition) was performed 455 

using the heuristic search option. Branch-swapping was done using the tree bisection and 456 

reconnection algorithm. Tree reliability was assessed using 1000 bootstrap replicates and 457 

branches were collapsed if bootstrap support was below 50%.   458 

 459 

RESULTS 460 

Molecular Phylogeny 461 

 The GTR + G DNA substitution model was found to be optimal by the Bayesian 462 

Information Criterion. The estimated ML tree (Fig. 3) contained two major clades, one 463 

consisting of species infecting M. buchanani (Clade I) and the other consisting of species 464 

infecting L. subviridis (Clade II), in agreement with observed host specificity. Bootstrap 465 

support was high for most internal nodes, except the most recent common ancestor node of  466 

L. parvicopulatrix and L. bantingensis (about 35%).  467 

 468 

Morphometry Summary Statistics 469 

Table S2 in Supplementary Material gives summary statistics of anchor size, anchor 470 

shape, body size and male copulatory organ size for the 13 Ligophorus species.  471 

 472 

 473 
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Anchor Shape and Phylogeny Correlation 474 

Scatter plots of  GPA landmark configuration for each species are given in Figures 475 

S4-S16 in Supplementary Material. Figure 4 shows the PCA plots of PC2 against PC1, and 476 

PC3 against PC1 for shape variables of ventral and dorsal anchors (See Fig. S17 in 477 

Supplementary Material for a three-dimensional PCA plot). The first three PC accounted for 478 

85% and 82% total shape variation in the ventral and dorsal anchors, respectively. To 479 

interpret these three PCs, we simultaneously compared the scatter plots of the GPA landmark 480 

configurations with the heat map of shape variable loadings (Fig. S18 and S19 in 481 

Supplementary Material). Anchors with a sickle-shaped shaft had large positive values of 482 

PC1 (e.g. ventral anchors of L. fenestrum, L. grandis, L. kedahensis, L. johorensis), while 483 

those with a scimitar-shaped shaft (e.g. ventral anchors of L. chelatus, L. belanaki,  484 

L. navjotsodhii) had large negative values in ventral anchors. For ventral anchors, large 485 

positive PC2 values were associated with V-shaped root grooves (e.g. L. bantingensis). In 486 

contrast, the U-shaped root groove (e.g. L. liewi, L. kederai) was associated with negative 487 

PC2 values. For dorsal anchors, PC2 was positive and large for highly symmetric inner and 488 

outer roots (e.g. L. parvicopulatrix) and vice versa (L. liewi, L. bantingensis, L. grandis). PC3 489 

did not admit a simple geometrical interpretation. 490 

The result of Adams9s K-test supported the presence of significant phylogenetic 491 

signal in anchor shape (K = 1.015; p-value = 0.0001). Graphically, this is reflected in the 492 

PCA plots where both clades show divergent evolutionary trajectories in phylomorphospace 493 

(Fig. 4). 494 

 495 

Cluster Analysis of Geometric Morphometric Data 496 

The cluster heat map (Fig. 5) shows that variation in anchor shape alone allows the 497 

samples to be clustered unambiguously into 12 clusters corresponding to 12 of the 498 
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Ligophorus species, confirming that between species variation is much larger than within 499 

species variation. On the other hand, with only eight specimens used, the clustering outcome 500 

was ambiguous for L. careyensis, whose samples were variously clustered with those of L. 501 

funnelus,  L. chelatus and L. belanaki.  502 

Consistent with the detection of significant phylogenetic signal in anchor shape, 503 

hierarchical clustering revealed two major clades whose members were almost exactly the 504 

same as those of Clade I and Clade II. An exception is L. bantingensis, which has the smallest 505 

sized anchors. Its ventral anchor has a sickle-shaped shaft common to species in Clade I, but 506 

V-shaped roots common to species in Clade II. Based on shape data, it was clustered in Clade 507 

I, whereas it was clustered in Clade II based on host factor and DNA sequence data. The 508 

quality of clustering using specimens that passed quality control was improved especially for 509 

species with anchors that have very similar shapes such as L. navjotsodhii and L. chelatus. 510 

The effect seems less remarkable for species that have anchors with larger shape differences, 511 

such as those in Clade I, which were all completely clustered despite using specimens that 512 

failed quality control.   513 

For each shape variable, we labelled the samples according to their membership in 514 

Clade I or Clade II, and then ranked the shape variables in descending order using the two-515 

sample t-statistic to reveal inverted block structures at the top and bottom of the heat map. 516 

The shape variables that make up the top block come from the x-coordinates of LM2, LM3, 517 

LM4, and y-coordinates of LM5, LM6, LM10, their values being relatively larger in species 518 

belonging to Clade II compared to those in Clade I. The bottom block consists of shape 519 

variables from the x-coordinates of LM6, LM8, LM10, LM11 and y-coordinates of LM1, 520 

LM7, LM8, LM9. These values were relatively larger in species belonging to Clade I 521 

compared to those in Clade II. Collectively, these variables suggest that the mean shape of 522 

the anchor shaft in Clade II was more elongated and scimitar-like (i.e. LM5, LM6, LM10 and 523 
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LM7, LM8, LM9 are relatively farther from each other) while that in Clade I was more robust 524 

and sickle-like (i.e. LM5, LM6, LM10 and LM7, LM8, LM9 are relatively closer to each 525 

other).  526 

 527 

Anchor Shape and Size Evolution 528 

The wireframe-lollipop graphs (Fig. 6) show patterns of shape changes in the ventral 529 

and dorsal anchors of both clades that are consistent with those inferred from the cluster heat 530 

map and PCA. The circular plots (Fig. S20 and S21 in Supplementary Material) provide more 531 

details at the level of individual landmarks. The explicit visualization of the direction and 532 

magnitude of GPA-landmark coordinate deviation relative to the ancestral form provides 533 

insights into selection of new morphometric variables suitable as morphological characters. 534 

Specifically, for two landmarks, if their mean directional change is divergent in one clade but 535 

convergent in another, then the interlandmark distance is expected to be of value for 536 

discriminating the two clades. To be easy to measure, the landmarks should be of Type I. 537 

Thus, the distance from LM1 to LM3 and from LM1 to LM5 were found to be good 538 

candidates. We found the common practice of using the inner and outer root lengths (distance 539 

from LM1 to LM7 and LM3 to LM7, respectively) to be suboptimal since both LM1 and 540 

LM7 had almost parallel directional changes, whereas the mean magnitude of change in LM7 541 

was too weak to be able to show large variation between Clade I and Clade II. Figure 7 (see 542 

also Fig. S22 and S23 in Supplementary Section) shows that it is possible to define cut-offs 543 

for the LM1-LM3 (15μm) and LM1-LM5 (25μm) distances that result in discrimination of 544 

Clade I from Clade I, but no reasonable cut-offs for the inner and outer lengths lead to similar 545 

results.  546 

The average median body size of species in Clade I was significantly larger compared 547 

to Clade II (3.2 times; 95% confidence interval body size ratio = [1.5, 7] ). However, larger 548 
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body size was not correlated with larger anchor size, after controlling for the effect of 549 

phylogeny (Ho-Ané phylogenetic regression p-values > 0.3). Consequently, both of them 550 

could be treated as independent covariates.  Species in Clade I generally had larger anchors 551 

with sickle-shaped shaft (Fig. 8; ventral anchor mean = 170μm, standard deviation (SD) = 24 552 

μm; dorsal anchor mean size = 165 μm, SD = 16 μm), whereas those in Clade II had smaller 553 

anchors (ventral anchor mean size = 140 μm, SD = 35 μm; dorsal anchor mean size = 133 554 

μm, SD = 24 μm) with scimitar-shaped shaft. Size decrease was most striking in L. 555 

bantingensis, being 2.7 SD and 1.8 SD below the mean of all species for the ventral and 556 

dorsal anchors, respectively. Conversely, size increase was most prominent in L. liewi, with 557 

1.7 SD above the mean of all species for both ventral and dorsal anchors. Nonetheless, the 558 

within clade trajectory for some species may sometimes show considerable variation from a 559 

clade9s average trajectory. For example, L. liewi evolved a more slender shaft for its ventral 560 

and dorsal anchors, which is closer to the scimitar shape found in most species in Clade II, 561 

even though its anchor size was the largest. In contrast, L. bantingensis evolved sickle-shaped 562 

shafts in its ventral and dorsal anchors (common in Clade I species like L. fenestrum and L. 563 

grandis) even though it had the smallest anchor size. 564 

Results from Adams-Collyer phylogenetic regression indicated that the interaction of 565 

body size and anchor size were not statistically significant in the dorsal anchor (p-values > 566 

0.1), but anchor size was a significant predictor of anchor shape (p-value = 0.02). For the 567 

ventral anchor, interaction of body size and anchor size was a significant predictor of anchor 568 

shape (p-value = 0.02). Since body size and anchor shape were not significantly correlated, 569 

we may expect similar anchor shape to be found across a range of body sizes (Fig. S24 in 570 

Supplementary Material). 571 

 572 

 573 
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 574 

Patterns of Morphometric and Morphological Variation in the Male Copulatory Organ and 575 

Anchor  576 

Where the male copulatory organ was similar in size among closely-related species 577 

with similar anchor shape and size, its morphology varied (I and II in Fig.9). Ligophorus 578 

belanaki, L. careyensis, L. navjotsodhii and L. chelatus shared a most recent common 579 

ancestor, whose ancestral character states for the three male copulatory organ characters 580 

could be inferred as 113 on a parsimony criterion. The divergence of L. careyensis from L. 581 

belanaki did not involve major changes in anchor shape, size and size of male copulatory 582 

organ, but on the latter9s morphology, which acquired three changes to become 002. 583 

Similarly, The most recent common ancestor of L. navjotsodhii and L. chelatus probably 584 

evolved character states 000 or 001 from 113, and divergence of these two species was 585 

associated with a change in the third character state, with only relatively minor change in 586 

either anchor shape, size or copulatory organ size.   587 

In contrast, where the male copulatory organ was similar in morphology among 588 

closely-related species with similar anchor shape and size, its size varied (III in Fig.9). 589 

Ligophorus kederai, L. grandis, L. kedahensis and L. johorensis have similar anchor shape 590 

and the same character states 114 for the morphology of their male copulatory organ. 591 

Consistent with prediction from the Rohde-Hobbes hypothesis, substantial variation in the 592 

size of their male copulatory organ was observed.  It is possible for size and morphological 593 

variation to co-occur in the male copulatory organ, as shown in the divergence of L. grandis 594 

and L. fenestrum from their common ancestor.  595 

 596 

Morphological Integration 597 
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 The shapes of both ventral and dorsal anchors were strongly and significantly 598 

correlated (evolutionary correlation = 0.87, Adams-Felice test p-value < 0.001). Additionally, 599 

there was tight integration between the root and point compartments of the ventral 600 

(evolutionary correlation = 0.84, Adams-Felice test p-value = 0.003) and dorsal anchors 601 

(evolutionary correlation = 0.88, Adams-Felice test p-value = 0.001). Thus, the entire anchor 602 

can be considered as a single, fully integrated module. Across the ventral and dorsal anchors, 603 

integration of the point compartments was strong (evolutionary correlation = 0.92, Adams-604 

Felice test p-value = 0.001) but that of the root compartments was weaker (evolutionary 605 

correlation = 0.74, Adams-Felice test p-value = 0.06). Figure S25 in Supplementary Material 606 

provides a graphical summary of the results of the morphological integration analysis. 607 

 608 

Phylogenetically Informative Morphometric Variables 609 

 For the current 13 Ligophorus species, the maximum parsimony tree estimated using 610 

the set of morphological characters containing  discretized LM1-LM3 and LM1-LM5 611 

distances and anchor shape was better resolved (Fig. 10) . Clade I and Clade II were clearly 612 

identified, and the partially resolved relationships within each clade were also congruent with 613 

those of the molecular phylogeny9s.  In contrast, using morphological characters of anchors 614 

derived traditional morphometrics as in Sarabeev and Desdevises (2014) produced a 615 

maximum parsimony tree that was mostly reticulate and failed to distinguish Clade I and 616 

Clade II. 617 

 618 

DISCUSSION 619 

Data Quality Control 620 

We are not aware of any geometric morphometric analyses of anchors in 621 

monogeneans that currently implement specimen quality control.  Specimen quality 622 
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introduces an important source of non-biological variation into observed anchor shape 623 

variation, the impact of which depends on whether the data would be analyzed at the intra or 624 

interspecific level.  Thus, while inclusion of specimens that failed quality control into 625 

hierarchical clustering did not fundamentally change species delimitation conclusion in this 626 

study,  it is important to control for this confounder where intraspecific variation can be 627 

expected to impact conclusions of an analysis, for example, when investigating mean 628 

directional change in landmarks of anchors (Fig. 6), or testing for association between 629 

intraspecific anchor shape variation and evolutionary potential of a species (Rodríguez-630 

González et al., 2015) . In the current study, we observed up to 50%  loss of specimens (L. 631 

fenestrum) due to low quality score. Assuming this value optimistically as an upper bound, 632 

then at least 40 specimens per species would have to be obtained in order to anticipate at least 633 

20 specimens that pass quality control. An ideal case like this may not always be possible, 634 

since sampling trips do not always yield sufficient study material.  635 

Variation in quality scores can be attributed to several sources, such as the method of 636 

slide preparation, the quality of camera lens and software used for capturing images, and the 637 

skill and experience of the data gatherer.  In this study, a single data gatherer (O.Y.M.  Soo) 638 

prepared and acquired the landmark data, using the same compound microscope and 639 

computer. Because of this, we expect other factors to explain the poor quality scores. 640 

Interestingly, we note that species that had larger proportion of specimens failing quality 641 

control tend to have body and/or anchor size that were relatively large or small. In the case of 642 

L. grandis (log10 median body size 2.1 SD larger from total mean; dorsal anchor size 1.0 SD 643 

larger than total mean), L. fenestrum (log10 median body size 1.6 SD larger than total mean; 644 

dorsal anchor size 0.9 SD larger than total mean), and L. bantingensis (log10 median body 645 

size 0.9 SD smaller than total mean; ventral anchor size 2.7 SD smaller than total mean),  we 646 

observed about 30%,  50%  and 45% of the specimens failing quality control (Q-score < 10; 647 
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Fig. S2), respectively.  A possible explanation may be that the robust anchors of L. fenestrum 648 

and L. grandis have uneven thickness at the root and point regions, which makes them 649 

difficult to evenly flatten on slides. The large body bulk may also further hinder effective 650 

flattening. Monogenean anchor thickness is not usually measured but may be indirectly 651 

inferred through 3D-modelling (Teo et al., 2010; Teo et al., 2013). Since size and physical 652 

inertia are positvely correlated, the small body and anchor size of L. bantingensis make 653 

specimen orientation on the slide sensitive to variation in force applied during slide 654 

flattening.  655 

 656 

Phenotypic Plasticity in Anchor Shape 657 

Different species were found to have varying levels of intraspecific phenotypic 658 

plasticity in this study. While within species shape variation in both ventral and dorsal 659 

anchors was large in some species (L. kedahensis, L. parvicopulatrix), it was limited in others 660 

(L. grandis, L. liewi). Interestingly, the generalist L. bantingensis, which has been reported to 661 

be found in two small fish hosts (Kritsky et al., 2013; FishBase Consortium, 2015): Liza abu 662 

(body length range: 12-15.5 cm) and Liza klunzingeri  (body length range: 14-18cm), had the 663 

largest intraspecific shape variation in its ventral anchor, particularly in its root compartment 664 

(PC2). We tentatively assumed that the other 12 species were specialists as there are no other 665 

reports of them being found in hosts other than M. buchanani and Liza subviridis. Phenotypic 666 

plasticity within species likely promotes divergence by increasing the adaptability to different 667 

gill microhabitats (Pfennig et al., 2010), and is generally considered to be important for 668 

generalist species (van Valen, 1965).  669 

 670 

Integrative Geometric Morphometric Analysis supports the Rohde-Hobbes Hypothesis 671 
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Evidence for supporting the Rohde-Hobbes Hypothesis has traditionally come from 672 

integrating spatial distribution data of monogeneans on gill microhabitats (e.g. Rohde, 1977; 673 

Ramasamy et al., 1985; Koskivaara et al., 1992)  with morphological data of the monogenean 674 

species (e.g. Fig. 6.3 in Šimková and Rohde, 2013). These efforts were very laborious, but 675 

crucially established anchor shape-microhabitat association. Benefitting from such insights, 676 

our current integrative geometric morphometric analysis was able to reveal patterns 677 

consistent with the hypothesis9s predictions on how male copulatory organ size and 678 

morphology vary with respect to anchor shape (Fig. 9), despite the absence of spatial 679 

distribution data for the 13 Ligophorus species across gill microhabitats.  680 

 681 

Morphological Integration, Phylogenetic Signal and Morphological Phylogenetics  682 

In their intraspecific study of morphological integration between the root and point 683 

compartments in L. cephali,  Rodríguez-González et al. (2015) reported only modest degree 684 

of integration in the same anchor, but stronger compartmental integration between the ventral 685 

and dorsal anchors.  On the other hand, using interspecific data, we demonstrated a much 686 

stronger degree of integration between the root and point compartments within anchors, and 687 

showed relatively weaker integration of root compartments between ventral and dorsal 688 

anchors. Intuitively, intraspecific compartmental integration within the same anchor is 689 

expected to be high, so a possible explanation for the discrepancy may be the lack of a quality 690 

control procedure for filtering poor quality slides. Without the latter, it seems difficult to rule 691 

out the possibility that the observed intraspecific anchor shape variation in L. cephali may 692 

contain non-trivial amount of artifactual noise.   693 

Generally, a certain degree of homoplasy may be expected in the morphology of 694 

attachment organs in parasites, on grounds that functional requirements for attaching to the 695 

host and adapting to within-host microhabitats would override shape constraints imposed by 696 
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phylogeny (Morand et al., 2002). However, in this study we found phylogeny to be a major 697 

determinant of anchor shape variation, in agreement with previous findings that sclerite 698 

(including anchors) shape also present significant phylogenetic signal in Cichlidogyrus 699 

(Vignon et al., 2011).  The modest levels of anchor shape-size covariation revealed through 700 

Adams-Collyer phylogenetic regression analysis suggest that, apart from the effect of shared 701 

ancestry, anchor shape-size covariation is likely non-trivially constrained by additional 702 

factors, one of which could be their biomechanical compatibility.  703 

 704 

Anchor Shape and Size Correlation with Host and Ecological Factors 705 

The patterns of evolution of anchor shape and size for the 13 Ligophorus species may 706 

be associated with host size and ecology. On average, the larger Moolgarda buchanani (body 707 

length range 35-48cm) harbored larger Ligophorus species, whereas the smaller Liza 708 

subviridis (body length range 25-30cm) harbored smaller Ligophorus species. Sasal et al. 709 

(1999) reported modest correlation between parasite body size and host body size in 710 

specialists (R2 ~ 30%).  711 

The current analysis showed that L. bantingensis evolved anchors of a smaller size but 712 

retained the sickle-shape shaft common in Clade I, which is associated with larger anchor 713 

size. The observed small anchor size is consistent with the hypothesis that small or medium-714 

sized attachment organs are generally associated with a generalist lifestyle, as these sizes 715 

expand the host range of monogeneans to small or medium-sized hosts, which are generally 716 

more diversified than larger hosts (Morand et al., 2002).     717 

There is circumstantial evidence suggesting that perhaps the larger and more robust 718 

anchors in Ligophorus species infecting M.buchanani may be a consequence of the hosts9 719 

adaptation to rough open seas, where strong water currents are expected. In the present study, 720 

sampling in open seas (Langkawi Island) yielded only M. buchanani samples whereas 721 
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sampling in sheltered marine environment yielded both M. buchanani and Liza subviridis 722 

samples. Thus, the U-shaped root groove in some species infecting M. buchanani (e.g. L. 723 

liewi, L. kederai and L. fenestrum), which could result from the accretion of sclerotic material 724 

in the space between the inner and outer root (Klaus Rohde, pers. comm., 2014), may have 725 

substantially expanded the root base, providing space for connection with more muscle 726 

tissues. This would likely have resulted in anchors with stronger contraction strength, 727 

necessitating the evolution of the shorter but more robust sickle-shaped shaft, hence the 728 

finding of tight morphological integration between the root and point compartments.  729 

Interestingly, U-shaped roots and sickle-shaped shaft are also common in 730 

Cichlidogyrus species (Vignon et al., 2011), which infect the cichlids in Africa. Ecologically, 731 

it seems unlikely that such robust shapes would have evolved in freshwater environments, 732 

where cichlids are mostly found. If the ancestors of cichlids and their monogenean parasites 733 

were marine in origin, or host switching occurred with contact between salt-tolerant cichlids 734 

and the marine ancestor of the monogenean parasite, the observed robust shapes would then 735 

be inherited, with their shapes constrained by phylogeny. While some studies (Murray, 2001) 736 

suggested that the ancestors of cichlids were likely marine, others were sceptical 737 

(Chakrabarty, 2004; Sparks and Smith, 2005). Joint consideration of the morphology and 738 

phylogeny of monogenean fauna of cichlids and other marine fishes is probably required 739 

(Pariselle et al., 2011) to assess the competing claims. For example, a recent molecular 740 

phylogenetic analysis using 28S rRNA sequence (Tan, 2013; Fig. S26 in Supplementary 741 

Material) indicated that Ligophorus (marine) and Cichlidogyrus (mostly freshwater) species 742 

shared the most recent common ancestor. 743 

In three species (L. grandis, L. funnelus and L. liewi), fenestration in the anchor base 744 

seems to be an invariant character state, as all examined specimens (n=22,50,32, respectively) 745 

showed consistent presence of fenestration. Presently, the ecological significance of 746 
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fenestrations in anchors is unclear. Some progress may be possible with  biomechanical 747 

studies (e.g. Wong and Gorb, 2013) that compare whether fenestrated and non-fenestrated 748 

anchors differ significantly in their resistance against turbulence and strong water currents.  749 

The present phylogenetic analysis suggests that fenestration is not a synapomorphic character 750 

state (Fig. 3), but a clearer picture requires more extensive taxa sampling. 751 

 752 

Outlook for Geometric Morphometric Analysis in Ligophorus   753 

Our present study used large numbers of samples, averaging about 35 per species. 754 

Compared to laborious measuring of selected lengths as done in traditional morphometrics, 755 

data acquisition is far more efficient with a landmark digitization software such as TPSDIG2, 756 

which simultaneously captures shape and size variation information. This improved 757 

efficiency is important – by greatly reducing the tedium associated with measuring many 758 

lengths per specimen, there is more incentive to sample more extensively.  759 

 Although the geometric morphometric approach has been strongly advocated by 760 

Vignon and Sasal (2010) as an effective means to pursue systematics research in 761 

monogeneans, the scientific community still lack integrative tools that would make it easy to 762 

share data and adopt a common analysis pipeline to ease comparison of old and new results. 763 

Here, the monogeneaGM R package that we have developed enables substantial number of 764 

shape and size variables from large number of samples to be analyzed efficiently to answer 765 

multiple questions, ranging from systematic value of anchors to understanding patterns of 766 

phenotypic and phylogenetic correlation in the Ligophorus genus.  We hope the development 767 

of monogeneaGM will contribute to reducing the bottleneck for large scale data analysis of 768 

this genus. Indeed, as there has been a surge in systematic biology studies of Ligophorus in 769 

recent years (Abdallah et al., 2009; Blasco-Costa et al., 2012; Dmitrieva et al., 2012, 2013; 770 

Soo and Lim, 2012, 2015; El Hafidi et al., 2013; Kritsky et al., 2013; Ozer and Kirca, 2013; 771 
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Sarabeev and Desdevises, 2014; Soo et al., 2015), the analysis can only get more interesting 772 

as data from other species from other hosts in other geographical regions are added. We 773 

expect analysis tools in monogeneaGM to continue to evolve to handle complexities of data 774 

analysis when this happens. 775 

The use of two-dimensional landmark data implies that analysis of anchor size and 776 

shape evolution is necessarily approximate, since some of the potential biological variation in 777 

anchor morphometry may only be adequately captured in three dimensions (Galli et al., 778 

2007). Nevertheless, given the wealth of corroborative inference regarding anchor shape and 779 

size evolution that have been obtained in the current study, it appears that no general loss of 780 

interpretability arises from usage of two-dimensional data for geometric morphometric 781 

analysis in Ligophorus. 782 

 783 

Future Prospects 784 

While the use of genome-level data (Delsuc et al., 2005) may offer the potential of 785 

sampling sequence regions with strong phylogenetic signal, so that well-resolved phylogenies 786 

can be reliably inferred (Dunn et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2010), adequate taxa coverage 787 

remains an important factor for accurate phylogenetic inference (Sanderson et al., 2010). The 788 

three markers used in this study are the most common ones reported for other known 789 

Ligophorus species in the GenBank database, hence their continued use supports efforts at 790 

expanding taxa sampling of molecular sequences. Indeed, a research program in Ligophorus 791 

systematics that expands taxa coverage of anchor geometric morphometric and sequence data 792 

opens up the possibility of using parasite phylogeny and anchor morphometry to test 793 

hypotheses of host genealogy and ecology (Nieberding and Olivieri, 2007) in grey mullets 794 

(Teleostei: Mugilidae), a speciose fish family that is economically important (Durand et al., 795 

2012). Moreover, analysis of patterns of congruence between the phylogenies of the fish host 796 
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species and their Ligophorus parasites can provide insights into prevalence of host switching 797 

(Zietara and Lumme, 2002) and thence the relative importance of allopatric and sympatric 798 

speciation (Huyse et al., 2003) in shaping the diversity of this genus. It is also possible to 799 

expand this analysis in a biogeographic context by sampling different geographical 800 

populations of a host species, since some Ligophorus species have been reported to be useful 801 

biological markers of geographical fish host populations (El Hafidi et al., 2013).  802 

 803 

CONCLUSION 804 

The presence of significant phylogenetic signal in the anchor makes the quantitative 805 

analysis of its shape and size variables useful in answering species delimitation and 806 

evolutionary problems in the Ligophorus genus, and potentially, in other monogenean genera 807 

as well. In this study, we inferred two major host-specific clades from DNA sequence data, 808 

which corroborated well with clades inferred from geometric morphometric data from 809 

anchors. We further extracted size information through the first principal of size variables 810 

based on all pairwise Euclidean distances between landmarks, and showed that Ligophorus 811 

species infecting Moolgarda buchanani generally evolved larger anchors compared to those 812 

infecting Liza subviridis. Anchor shape was correlated with anchor size after controlling for 813 

the effect of phylogeny. Subsequently, through analysis of directional change, we discovered 814 

two new morphological characters based on the length between inner and outer root tips and 815 

the length between inner root tip and the groove point, which proved more phylogenetically 816 

informative than existing characters based on the inner and outer lengths. Finally, we 817 

demonstrated evidence for significant interspecific morphological integration of the root and 818 

point compartments within anchors, as well as integration of the same compartment between 819 

ventral and dorsal anchors.  820 

 821 
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SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY 824 

The  monogeneaGM package is available for download at https://cran.r-825 

project.org/web/packages/monogeneaGM/. Analyses in this study can be replicated using the 826 

R scripts deposited in GitHub (http://github.com/tfkhang/monogenea). 827 
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 1159 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 1160 

FIGURE 1. a) Landmarks of the i) ventral and ii) dorsal anchors of a L. navjotsodhii sample, 1161 

digitized using TPSDIG2 (Version 2.17). The iii) ventral and iv) dorsal bars can also be seen 1162 

in the image. b) Landmark positions on an anchor.  Type I landmarks 1163 

(LM1,LM2,LM3,LM5,LM7,LM8) are indicated by stars, while Type III landmarks 1164 

(LM4,LM6,LM9,LM10,LM11) are indicated by solid circles.  Abbreviations: ORP - outer 1165 

root point; GP - groove point; IRP - inner root point; DP - dent point; CP - curve point; TP - 1166 

tip point. 1167 

FIGURE 2. Wireframe plots of anchors of L. bantingensis lying in their natural positions in 1168 

the mounted slide. a) Example of a poor quality specimen (Q = 1); note substantial variation 1169 

between shape of (larger) left and right forms of the dorsal anchors, which shows up in a 1170 

Tukey Mean Difference (TMD) plot that has relatively wide width of 95% limits of 1171 

agreement (upper and lower dashed lines) as well as a fanning pattern as A becomes larger. b) 1172 

Example of a good quality specimen (Q=40); note lack of shape variation between left and 1173 

right forms of ventral and dorsal anchors, which shows up in a TMD plot with much 1174 
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narrower width of 95% limits of agreement as well as a more or less random deviation of M 1175 

about 0 independent of A. 1176 

FIGURE 3. Molecular phylogeny of the 13 Ligophorus species inferred using the maximum 1177 

likelihood method (500 bootstrap replicates) with annotations from three anatomical 1178 

structures: anchors, bars and male copulatory organ (30% of original scale). Species in Clade 1179 

I are found in Moolgarda buchanani, and species in Clade II are found in Liza subviridis. The 1180 

ventral and dorsal forms of the anchors are arranged from left to right, those of the bars from 1181 

top to bottom.   1182 

FIGURE 4. PCA plots of PC1 against PC2 and PC3 for a) ventral and b) dorsal anchors, with 1183 

superimposed phylogeny of the 13 Ligophorus species. The centroids of the species are 1184 

indicated in solid colors, while individual samples are plotted in high transparency colors. 1185 

The estimated principal component coordinates of the ancestral nodes are represented by 1186 

small open circles.  1187 

FIGURE 5. Cluster heat map of specimens (column) using shape variable data (row). The 1188 

name of a shape variables consists of three parts: a prefix indicating ventral (V) or dorsal (D) 1189 

anchors, a number indicating landmark index, and a suffix indicating x or y coordinate value. 1190 

a) Cluster heat map using filtered specimens with quality score of 10 or more (n=443); b) 1191 

Cluster heat map using all specimens (n=537).  1192 

FIGURE 6. Wireframe-lollipop plots of mean shape change relative to estimated ancestral 1193 

mean shape in a) ventral anchors of Clade I (purple); b) dorsal anchors of Clade I; c) ventral 1194 

anchors of Clade II (blue); d) dorsal anchors of Clade II. The p-value of Rayleigh test for 1195 

uniform direction change at each landmark is indicated as a colored solid circle. The color bar 1196 

maps color tones to their corresponding p-values.   1197 
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FIGURE 7. Scatter plots LM1-LM5 distance against LM1-LM3 distance for a) ventral and b) 1198 

dorsal anchors. The dashed lines are cut-offs on the x and y axes that allow complete 1199 

discrimination of Clade I from Clade II. Scatter plots of outer length (OL) against inner 1200 

length (IL) for c) ventral and d) dorsal anchors. No cut-offs on the x and y axes permit 1201 

complete discrimination of Clade I from Clade II. 1202 

FIGURE 8. Continuous character mapping of anchor size (in μm) of ventral (left) and dorsal 1203 

(right)  anchors onto the maximum likelihood phylogeny of the 13 Ligophorus species. 1204 

FIGURE 9. Scatter plot of male copulatory organ tube length against dorsal anchor shape. 1205 

The size of dorsal anchors is proportional to the circle diameter.  When anchor size and shape 1206 

are similar, species that have similar size for the male copulatory organ show variation in the 1207 

latter9s morphology (I and II), whereas those with similar morphology of male copulatory 1208 

organ show variation in the latter9s size (III). 1209 

FIGURE 10. Color-coded morphological character state data for the 13 Ligophorus species 1210 

and their estimated maximum parsimony phylogeny (1000 bootstrap replicates). a) Result 1211 

using the set of morphological characters (7 to 12) that contain discretized LM1-LM3 and 1212 

LM1-LM5 distances and anchor shaft shape. b) Result using anchor morphological characters 1213 

derived from traditional morphometrics in Sarabeev and Desdevises (2014).  1214 

TABLE CAPTIONS 1215 

TABLE 1. GenBank accession numbers of 28S rRNA, 18S rRNA and ITS1 sequences of the 1216 

13 Ligophorus species, with information about the latters9 host species and collection 1217 

location. Sequences obtained in present study are marked with an asterisk. 1218 

TABLE 2. List of morphological characters used to construct maximum parsimony trees. All 1219 

characters in Set A were taken from Sarabeev and Desdevises (2014). Characters 1-6 of Set B 1220 
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are the same as Set A9s; Characters 7-12 of Set B were constructed in the present study based 1221 

on results of geometric morphometric analysis. 1222 
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FIGURE 1. a) Landmarks of the i) ventral and ii) dorsal anchors of a L. navjotsodhii sample, 2 

digitized using TPSDIG2 (Version 2.17). The iii) ventral and iv) dorsal bars can also be seen 3 

in the image. b) Landmark positions on an anchor.  Type I landmarks 4 

(LM1,LM2,LM3,LM5,LM7,LM8) are indicated by stars, while Type III landmarks 5 

(LM4,LM6,LM9,LM10,LM11) are indicated by solid circles.  Abbreviations: ORP - outer 6 

root point; GP - groove point; IRP - inner root point; DP - dent point; CP - curve point; TP - 7 

tip point. 8 
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 9 

FIGURE 2. Wireframe plots of anchors of L. bantingensis lying in their natural positions in 10 

the mounted slide. a) Example of a poor quality specimen (Q = 1); note substantial variation 11 

between shape of (larger) left and right forms of the dorsal anchors, which shows up in a 12 

Tukey Mean Difference (TMD) plot that has relatively wide width of 95% limits of 13 

agreement (upper and lower dashed lines) as well as a fanning pattern as A becomes larger. b) 14 

Example of a good quality specimen (Q=40); note lack of shape variation between left and 15 

right forms of ventral and dorsal anchors, which shows up in a TMD plot with much 16 

narrower width of 95% limits of agreement as well as a more or less random deviation of M 17 

about 0 independent of A. 18 
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 19 

FIGURE 3. Molecular phylogeny of the 13 Ligophorus species inferred using the maximum 20 

likelihood method (500 bootstrap replicates) with annotations from three anatomical 21 

structures: anchors, bars and male copulatory organ (30% of original scale). Species in Clade 22 

I are found in Moolgarda buchanani, and species in Clade II are found in Liza subviridis. The 23 

ventral and dorsal forms of the anchors are arranged from left to right, those of the bars from 24 

top to bottom. 25 
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 26 

FIGURE 4. PCA plots of PC1 against PC2 and PC3 for a) ventral and b) dorsal anchors, with 27 

superimposed phylogeny of the 13 Ligophorus species. The centroids of the species are 28 

indicated in solid colors, while individual samples are plotted in high transparency colors. 29 
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The estimated principal component coordinates of the ancestral nodes are represented by 30 

small open circles.  31 

 32 

 33 

FIGURE 5. Cluster heat map of specimens (column) using shape variable data (row). The 34 

name of a shape variables consists of three parts: a prefix indicating ventral (V) or dorsal (D) 35 

anchors, a number indicating landmark index, and a suffix indicating x or y coordinate value. 36 

a) Cluster heat map using filtered specimens with quality score of 10 or more (n=443); b) 37 

Cluster heat map using all specimens (n=537).  38 

 39 

 40 

 41 
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 42 

FIGURE 6. Wireframe-lollipop plots of mean shape change relative to estimated ancestral 43 

mean shape in a) ventral anchors of Clade I (purple); b) dorsal anchors of Clade I; c) ventral 44 

anchors of Clade II (blue); d) dorsal anchors of Clade II. The p-value of Rayleigh test for 45 

uniform direction change at each landmark is indicated as a colored solid circle. The color bar 46 

maps color tones to their corresponding p-values.   47 
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 48 

FIGURE 7. Scatter plots LM1-LM5 distance against LM1-LM3 distance for a) ventral and b) 49 

dorsal anchors. The dashed lineas are cut-offs on the x and y axes that allow complete 50 

discrimination of Clade I from Clade II. Scatter plots of outer length (OL) against inner 51 

length (IL) for c) ventral and d) dorsal anchors. No cut-offs on the x and y axes permit 52 

complete discrimination of Clade I from Clade II. 53 
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 56 

FIGURE 8. Continuous character mapping of anchor size (in μm) of ventral (left) and dorsal 57 

(right) anchor onto the maximum likelihood phylogeny of the 13 Ligophorus species. 58 

 59 

 60 

 61 
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 64 

FIGURE 9. Scatter plot of male copulatory organ tube length against dorsal anchor shape. 65 

The size of dorsal anchors is proportional to the circle diameter.  When anchor size and shape 66 

are similar, species that have similar size for the male copulatory organ show variation in the 67 

latter’s morphology (I and II), whereas those with similar morphology of male copulatory 68 

organ show variation in the latter’s size (III).   69 

 70 
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73 

FIGURE 10. Color-coded morphological character state data for the 13 Ligophorus species 74 

and their estimated maximum parsimony (MP) phylogeny (1000 bootstrap replicates). a) 75 

Result using the set of morphological characters (6 to 12) that contain discretized LM1-LM3 76 

and LM1-LM5 distances and anchor shaft shape. b) Result using anchor morphological 77 

characters derived from traditional morphometrics in Sarabeev and Desdevises (2014).  78 
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 1 

Ligophorus 
species 

Host species Locality 
(Malaysia) 

GenBank Accession no. 

   28S rRNA 18S rRNA ITS1 

L. bantingensis  Liza 

subviridis 
Carey Island, 
Selangor 

KM221909 KM221934* KM221922 

L. belanaki    KM221910 KM221935* KM221923 
L. careyensis    KM221911 KM221936* KM221924 
L. chelatus    KM221912 KM221937* KM221925 
L. funnelus    KM221914 KM262663* KM262662 
L. navjotsodhii   KM221920 KM221944* KM221932 
L. parvicopulatrix    KM221921 KM221945* KM221933 
      
L. fenestrum  Moolgarda 

buchanani 
Langkawi 
Island, 
Kedah 

KM221913 KM221938* KM221926 

L. kedahensis    KM221917 KM221941* KM221929 
L. kederai    KM221918 KM221942* KM221930 
L. grandis  Straits of 

Johor 
KM221915 KM221939* KM221927 

L. johorensis   KM221916 KM221940* KM221928 
L. liewi   KM221919 KM221943* KM221931 

 2 

TABLE 1. GenBank accession numbers of 28S rRNA, 18S rRNA and ITS1 sequences of the 13 Ligophorus species, with information 3 

about their host species and collection location. Sequences obtained in present study are marked with an asterisk. 4 

 5 
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 7 

Characters Character States Set A Set B 

Included 
in study 

Index Included 
in study 

Index 

Male copulatory organ: 
 

     

Position of copulatory organ entrance at main lobe  
of accessory piece 
 

(0) proximal; (1) distal; (2) medial √ 1 √ 1 

Accessory piece of male copulatory complex  (0) consists of two lobes (main and secondary lobes or proximal and 
distal ones); (1) consists of one lobe 
 

√ 2 √ 2 

Shape of accessory piece of male copulatory complex (0) beak or hook-shaped; (1) claw-shaped pincer-like; (2) cross-
shaped; (3) funnel-shaped; (4) open, grooved tube (rod-like) 

√ 3 √ 3 

 
Female reproductive system 
 

     

Vaginal canal sclerotization (0) present; (1) absent 
 

√ 4 √ 4 

Distal end of sclerotized vagina  (0) funnel-shaped thin-walled; (1) funnel-shaped thick-walled; (2) 
scyphoid narrow; (3) scyphoid broad; (4) not observed 

√ 5 √ 5 

      

Bars 
 

     

Relative size of ventral and dorsal bar 
 

(0) subequal; (1) dorsal bar longer than ventral one; (2) ventral bar 
longer than dorsal one; (3) not applicable 
 
 

√ 6 √ 6 

Anchors      

Ratio of shaft to point of ventral anchor  (0) less than 1.4; (1) 1.4–2.6; (2) greater than 2.6 
 

X - √ 7 

Ratio of shaft to point of dorsal anchor 
 
 

(0) less than 1.4; (1) 1.4–2.6; (2) greater than 2.6 X - √ 8 

Length of ventral anchor point 
 
 
 

(0) 7–12 μm; (1) less than 7 μm 
 
 
 
 

X - √ 9 
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Characters Character States Set A Set B 

Included 
in study 

Index Included 
in study 

Index 

Length of dorsal anchor point 
 
 

(0) greater than 11 μm; (1) 5–11 μm; (2) less than 5 μm X - √ 10 

Relation of outer root to point of ventral anchor 
 
 

(0) outer root shorter than point; (1) outer root subequal or longer 
than point 

X - √ 11 

Relation of outer root to point of dorsal anchor 
 
 

(0) outer root shorter than point; (1) outer root subequal with point; 
(2) outer root longer than point 
 

X - √ 12 

 

New characters  

 

     

Shape of ventral anchor (0) shaft scimitar-shaped, root U-shaped (1) shaft scimitar-shaped, 
root V-shaped; (2) shaft sickle-shaped, root U-shaped; (3) shaft 
sickle-shaped, root V-shaped 
 

√ 7 X - 

Shape of dorsal anchor (0) shaft scimitar-shaped, asymmetric inner and outer roots; (1) shaft 
sickle-shaped, symmetric inner and outer roots; (2) shaft sickle-
shaped, asymmetric inner and outer roots 
 

√ 8 X - 

Ventral anchor: Length from L1 to L3  
 

(0) 15μm or less; (1) greater than 15μm 
 

√ 9 X - 

Dorsal anchor: Length from L1 to L3 
 

(0) 15μm or less; (1) greater than 15μm 
 

√ 10 X - 

Ventral anchor: Length from L1 to L5 
 

(0) Less than 15μm; (1) 15μm - 25μm; (2) greater than 25μm 
 

√ 11 X - 

Dorsal anchor: Length from L1 to L5 (0) 15μm - 25μm; (1) greater than 25μm 
 
 

√ 12 X - 

 8 
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TABLE 2. List of morphological characters used to construct maximum parsimony trees. All characters in Set A were taken from 9 

Sarabeev and Desdevises (2014). Characters 1-6 of Set B are the same as Set A’s; Characters 7-12 of Set B were constructed in the 10 

present study based on results of geometric morphometric analysis. 11 
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